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Digital Transformation: the Future 
of Marketing / Advertising, Big 

Data, Content and Media - 
the next 5 years



The future is not usually discovered by extrapolating the present



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Advertising is highly impacted by the 
constant acceleration of exponential 

technologies based on Moore's law: Big 
Data and Analytics, Super-Computing, 

the IoT, Artificial Intelligence…



Try looking backwards from the future: how will  

CONVERGENT OUTCOMES  
change your business?



Mobile is changing our culture very quickly, and exponentially



1765: Engines for the Body

Mobile Devices: Engines for the Brain



‘Rocketships 
for the  
mind’  

(e.g. Magic Leap)



Want kind of ‘marketing’ and advertising would you be willing accept in this world?



This is what is about to 
happen to (digital) 
advertising



Exponential technological changes
1 2 4 8 16 32 68…



Technology is becoming actually intelligent

How will marketing and advertising become truly intelligent?



NOT really intelligent advertising



Real-Time and Real-Place. Natural Interfaces. 
Technology that learns. Feels-like-Omniscience*



‘Computing’ is becoming personal, customized, smart, embedded… 
and soon…invisible



Digital native commerce: interaction before transaction



Digital  
Natives

Digital 
Immigrants

One of the biggest challenges for marketers



Online  ☯ Offline 
    Content ☯ Marketing & Advertising 

          People ▶➣︎ Software *



Online  ☯ Offline 
    Content ☯ Marketing & Advertising 

          People ▶➣︎ Software *



GenY, Z, Alpha: these ’Global Brains’ will not be reached with clever interruptions…



10 GenY/Z media & communication trends



Marketing, advertising and 
branding in a Big Data + AI + 
SoLoMo + Cloud +IoT world: 

THE END OF SILOS



https://www.flickr.com/photos/msgold/52395893/in/photolist

Increasing Abundance means mindshare becomes a personal issue



https://www.flickr.com/photos/msgold/52395893/in/photolist

It’s all about ‘perfect signal’ not ‘better noise’



Via Pew Research on FacebookSoon, intelligence will meet the watering can



What used to work yesterday and what will work tomorrow are very likely to be 2 totally 
different things: employ a hybrid approach but always keep the final destination in mind



Via Pew Research on Facebook
Striking a balance between creepy and clueless…



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Technology: creepy, annoying, useful or exciting - it depends!



Everyone and everything is becoming a source of real-time, deep data

“Nothing vast enters the lives of mortals without a curse”



 Business intelligence explosion based on ‘very big data’ 
derived from social media, mobile, cloud, location, IoT





A world of screens. Always-on. Personal. Multi-platform. 
Hyper-mobile. Social. Low-cost. Intelligent. Networked. P2P.



Predictive analytics: fusion of big data, AI, SoLoMo



The coming hybrid world: socially and emotionally 
intelligent people plus increasingly intelligent 

technologies / machines / software / robots / AI



Remember: your customers are not just ‘algorithms’ 



Advertising and marketing based on surveillance principles would be a very bad idea



Abuse and Dependency Attraction, Balance and Value



Summary and take-aways
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Thanks for your time! 
Please ping me anytime @gleonhard   FuturistGerd.com 

http://FuturistGerd.com

